How To Buy and Install a Safe With Dan Perkins, March 17th.

To

“The universe is like a safe to which there is a combination. But the combination is locked up in the safe.”

~ Peter De Vries

In the 1970s, Dan Perkins was drafted by his father to build a family safe. Friends started asking his dad to build more safes for them, leading to the founding of Hidden Safes, Inc, in Memphis, Tennessee.

Now, almost four decades later, Dan is the president of a thriving family business that has installed thousands of hidden safes and safe rooms in homes and offices throughout the United States (and around the world).

This week Dan joins me on the Solari Report to discuss “How To Buy and Install a Safe.”
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As negative interest rates descend upon Japan, safe sales are rising. Along with rising precious metals prices and concerns about the financial system, low or negative interest rates become reasons to consider maintaining safes at home and at the office.

Initially, I had believed that buying and installing a safe would be simple. I soon discovered that there are far more uses for a home or office safe than I had anticipated. Moreover, the types of safes and the issues involved in a successful installation can be complex. Now, after many years of using safes and talking with clients about the safes they've installed, it seems a good time for the Solari Report to publish an introduction to buying and installing a safe.

This report will dovetail with our 1st Quarter Wrap-Up in early April. The theme will be “Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016.”

In Let's Go to the Movies, I will review Undoctored: The Hidden Story Behind the AMA's Plot to Destroy Chiropractic. I have had a chiropractor since I was 30 — I cannot imagine living without one. So, I am delighted to learn of this new documentary describing the fierce political headwinds that chiropractors have been forced to overcome.
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Subscribers: Lunch with Catherine and Richard Dolan in NYC

Solari Report subscribers can purchase tickets to participate in a Lunch with Catherine and Richard Dolan in NYC. Subscribers click here to learn more details.

Subscribe Now & Receive Your Solari Coin or Wrap Up!

Solari Report subscribers receive:

- Access to the complete Solari Report audio archive (currently over 200 reports)
- Solari Report transcripts and Quarterly / Annual Wrap-Up web presentations
- Send your questions to Ask Catherine weekly
The **Solari Coin** is a one ounce, silver round designed by Ben Lizardi of Lizardi Studio and minted by the Northwest Territorial Mint. The coin design features a solar armillary (the Solari logo) on one side and the horsemen of the Knights Templar on the other side. This coin is representative of Solari's purpose: to align interests, protect, guide, and lead through troubled times.

Click [here](#) to learn more!

---

**Open Letter to My Congressman**

Dear Congressman Blackburn:

Thank you for your service to the people of Tennessee. It is much appreciated.

I am writing today to offer a suggestion of something you and your staff can do to help revitalize local markets, create private jobs and income in Tennessee communities – and communities throughout America – and reduce our national budget deficit.

This suggestion will require no new laws or regulations and no new appropriations. It can be done within the existing administrative resources of federal agencies. Despite the minor expense involved, it can make an important contribution to reviving local and regional markets and economies.

In Latin America, when the economy was restructuring and government budgets had to change, citizens implemented a process called participatory budgeting. The first full participatory budgeting process was developed in the city of Porto Alegre, Brazil in 1989.

[Continue Reading](#)

---

**Highlights from Last Week - How? Health Freedom, Educational Freedom and Financial Freedom with Jon Rappoport**

I like to look down the road to see the risks rising so I can deal with them before they are "in my face." So, I invited Jon Rappoport to join me this Thursday night to look ahead and to talk about how we can protect and ensure our personal freedoms.
Globally, citizens are dealing with the steady “drip, drip, drip” of centralized control and limited freedoms. During 2016, America is being entertained by candidates punching holes in the official story: vaccines cause autism, common core should be cancelled, and the official story on 911 is hooey. It feels good. However, once the election is over, we are likely in for a new wave of mandates to destroy personal health, educational and financial freedom just as changes from a wave of new technology is accelerating.

So, we need to start thinking about how we can assert and protect our freedoms in the current environment:

- How will we avoid paying for health care insurance and educational systems which are not life-giving or productive?
- How will we protect our children from unnecessary vaccines and student loans?
- How will we stay financially viable?

As more people “just say no” we will see more options open up for all of us. Ultimately, the revolution is in the hearts and minds of the people. And the people who can assert the rule of law are all of us.

The government and the establishment are flagrantly violating the basic laws of the US Constitution in a manner which is causing millions to lose their lives, their property and their hope (both in the United States and globally). It is essential lift the veils of secrecy and act to shift things — for ourselves, our families and our wider communities.

Whatever you are prepared to do now and in 2017, you would be well advised to prepare and to decide. There is no one better than Jon Rappoport to help us do that!

See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report

A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial climates while building your wealth.

Learn more and subscribe here.